
EXERCISE: 3-4x/wk

0. Warm up with 25 of your favorite mini curl or oblique curls (not shown), now in a 
neutral spine position (or extended over Abmat if you are a Cross Fitter or HIIT-er).  
Be sure abs have engagement both on the concentric lift (curl up) AND the eccentric 
lower (way down), as strength and control in BOTH directions is vital to pelvic and 
lumbar health, as well as recovery of functional strength. 
1. Negative Pressure Brace: Bilateral Leg Drop (0:09) Negative Pressure Abs.  
Posterior tilt if you are feeling unsure of your strength.  Neutal spine is our utlimate 
goal.  From Starter 90/90 position, keep abs engaged and lower both legs 1-2 inches.  
Maintain negative pressure abs and return to start position.  Progress to lower over 
time, and only as you can maintain this stable spine position.  2x15-20. If it's too 
hard to drop the legs, you can just do the prolonged hold in this position and work on 
core control. 

2. Plank Progression: Knee Lifts (1:01) From forearm and knee position, engage 
negative pressure abs, glutes, quads.  A. (not shown) Lift one knee up 5-sec, then 
lower. Lift other knee up 5-sec, lower. Alternating for 30-60 seconds.  2-3 sets.  
Advance to 10-sec holds, for 3 reps each.  Then to 20-seconds.   B. (shown) From 
great start position, straighten and lift BOTH knees up for 5-10 seconds, 3 sets.  
Then 20 seconds, 3 sets.  Then 2-3 sets of 30 seconds, 45 seconds and FINALLY 60 
seconds!!  Congratulations!  You just rocked a minute plank with great form, 
you rockstar, you!

3. Plank Progression: Moving Plank (2:05): From your kneeling plank position, 
keep negative pressure abs, glutes and quads engaged, and press up onto first one 
extended arm, then the other.  Whichever arm leads the press up, should also be first 
to lower.  Keep pelvis level, active core will minimize twisting.  10x leading with L, 
then 10x leading with R. Advance to performing from full plank position, but be sure 
not to send butt high into air (tent position), or sag it down like a banana.  If that's 
happening, work on #2 for a bit more :) 
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4. Sidelying Hip Abduction (3:19): Lay on side with negative pressure abs. Bottom 
leg bent for balance, torso rotated slightly forward, and top leg extended long 
beneath, and ab it behind you.  Keep active core in neutral spine position, and lift 
and lower top leg up and down, with your moving foot about 3-6 inches behind the 
plane of your torso. 15 reps.  Bonus A. After last lift, hold leg up & back 10-30 
seconds after last rep. Bonus B. Long axis rotations: Keep leg elevated at top of last 
rep and rotate the entire thigh within its socket.  Rotate inwards (toe and kneecap 
down), then outwards (thigh and kneecap up). Can you do this without moving 
lumbopelvis?  2 sets 15 lifts plus Bonus prolonged hold or long axis rotation. 

5. Reverse Lunges (5:03): Stand with negative pressure abs, one foot on furniture 
glider, paper or plastic plate.  90% of weight on front leg, move the leg on slider back 
into mid range lunge position.  Keep 90% of weight on front leg, active abs and head 
forward over toes (if head stays over hips, your weight will shift back, and we won't 
get benefit we want from this).  Return 90% of way to standing position, keeping 90% 
of weight on front leg.  Repeat 15-25x.  Burn in front quad is goal.  2 sets per side 
and increase depth as motor control and strength allow.  

6. Side Lunge (6:28): As with #5, 90% of weight on stabilizing leg.  Keep foot, ankle 
and knee neutral (no collapsing inwards) and reach to side with gliding leg.  90% of 
weight stays on non-gliding leg, we return to 90% of start position, then repeat.  
Work in quads as well as glutes here.  Training pelvis to handle single leg 
movements and transitions.  2x15-25.  

7. Slider Lunge Bonus (not filmed): Bonus challenge: Stop at bottom of side 
lunge.  Can you keep active core and good alignment in stabilizing leg and 'rainbow' 
your leg behind you? Can you then 'rainbow' it back to the side?  10x-15 'rainbows' 
per side ;) 

Continue 3-4x a week until symptoms are resolved, then an additional 4-6 
weeks to cement the neuromotor gains.  You are ready to begin attending 
community fitness classes at this point.  If you are a runner, Cross-Fitter or 
HIIT-er, progress on to the Plyometric Progression.  While Pelvic Floored 
will eventually have a stand alone Impact Tolerance course, the Signature 
Series Content will also be expanded as that material becomes available, so 
check back often.  


